Learn to forecast the weather using data from our observatory and experience taking part in climate research. Join our Weather Climate Discussion and have fun discovering about life and study at the Department of Meteorology, University of Reading.
The Department of Meteorology at the University of Reading is a world leading research centre, at the forefront of climate and weather research.

Together with the Met Office, and the European Centre for Medium Weather Forecasting, we have developed a work experience programme to provide an experience of both working and studying in Meteorology, which takes place over a period of 2½ - 3 days during February half term.

The programme includes a variety of activities, including:

- Forecasting with the Met Office
- Learning to use meteorological equipment in the field and the observatory, including a weather balloon launch
- Climate research and experiments
- Data gathering and analysis
- Participation in our weekly weather and climate discussion – looking at and analyzing events during the week
- Visit to the European Centre for Medium Weather Forecasting

It also includes an opportunity to experience student life at the University of Reading.

If you are interested in registering for this programme, please contact Dawn Turner d.m.turner@reading.ac.uk with the name and contact details of your school.